INT. GABITA’S HOTEL ROOM

Gabita is lying on the bed in the position Dr. Bebe left her while performing the abortion.

OTILIA
Tell me, I’m curious to know. Why did Ramona recommend this Bebe?

GABITA
He did Luciana’s abortion

OTILIA
Not Ramona herself.

GABITA
No.

OTILIA
So why did she recommend him? What if he was an asshole? She thought she was doing you a favor?

GABITA
She said he’d do it if I was more than 3 months gone.

OTILIA
So why did you tell the pig 2 months?

GABITA
I thought it was best.

OTILIA
Yes? Best stop thinking….and if you’re going to lie, warn me. Why did you tell him I was your sister? Where did you get that?

GABITA
He said I had to go in person, what else could I tell him?

OTILIA
But why didn’t you go?

GABITA
I asked you to go, right?

OTILIA
Gabita, are you even listening? Why didn’t you go?
GABITA
Because it was really hard for me!

OTILIA
So you lied.

GABITA
I didn’t lie to you.

OTILIA
It doesn’t matter who you lied to.

GABITA
I forgot to tell you, but I didn’t lie.

OTILIA
It doesn’t matter now. I’m just upset things ended up this way. Because of your stupid ideas. We could have gone to Mrs. Jeni or whoever Dorina mentioned, could have done it differently.

GABITA
It’s easy to say that now. But remember you agreed, you said if Bebe was cheaper, so what if he was a guy?

OTILIA
I said that? I said we should go where its cheaper, sure, not that it didn’t matter if it was a man. I never even thought it.

GABITA
What, you think I did?

OTILIA
For fucks sake! If that bitch had kept the booking, none of this would have happened. Why did you make the reservation by phone?

GABITA
I thought it’d be like calling from somewhere else.

OTILIA
You “thought.” Alright…..

GABITA
Any cigarettes left?

Otilia hands a cigarette for Gabita. Gabita lights it and starts smoking.
OTILIA
This painting is weird.

Otilia tries to make Gabita feel more comfortable and places pillows behind her head.

OTILIA
Are you alright?

GABITA
Yes

OTILIA
Does it hurt?

GABITA
Stings a bit. It hurt when he put it in.

OTILIA
Ive got to go to Adi’s. It’s his mom’s birthday. I promised.

Silence

OTILIA
Want the lamp out?

GABITA
No, leave it like that.

Otilia gets ready to leave, putting on her coat and scarf.

GABITA
Can you just get me a glass of water please?

Otilia brings a glass of water to her nightstand.

OTILIA
I’ll be back in an hour. You want something to eat?

GABITA
I’m not hungry

OTILIA
For later?

GABITA
I’ve got the cakes.
OTILIA
I’ll bring you a salad.

GABITA
Don’t, I won’t eat it.

OTILIA
We’ll see, here’s the number. Call if anything happens.

GABITA
Don’t leave it, I’m not calling there.

OTILIA
I’ll ring from there, but just in case…..
I’m going. Be good, ok? Don’t let anyone in.

GABITA
Are you going now?

OTILIA
What about the key? Do I lock you in and take it? You’ll be fine. I’ll be back soon.
Bye,

Otilia exits